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Many DNA-interacting proteins diffuse on DNA to perform their
biochemical functions. Processivity factors diffuse on DNA to per-
mit unimpeded elongation by their associated DNA polymerases,
but little is known regarding their rates and mechanisms of
diffusion. The processivity factor of herpes simplex virus DNA
polymerase, UL42, unlike ‘‘sliding clamp’’ processivity factors that
normally form rings around DNA, binds DNA directly and tightly as
a monomer, but can still diffuse on DNA. To investigate the
mechanism of UL42 diffusion on DNA, we examined the effects of
salt concentration on diffusion coefficient. Ensemble studies, em-
ploying electrophoretic mobility shift assays on relatively short
DNAs, showed that off-rates of UL42 from DNA depended on DNA
length at higher but not lower salt concentrations, consistent with
the diffusion coefficient being salt-dependent. Direct assays of the
motion of single fluorescently labeled UL42 molecules along DNA
revealed increased diffusion at higher salt concentrations. Remark-
ably, the diffusion coefficients observed in these assays were
�104-fold higher than those calculated from ensemble experi-
ments. Discrepancies between the single-molecule and ensemble
results were resolved by the observation, in single-molecule ex-
periments, that UL42 releases relatively slowly from the ends of
DNA in a salt-dependent manner. The results indicate that UL42
‘‘hops’’ rather than ‘‘slides,’’ i.e., it microscopically dissociates from
and reassociates with DNA as it diffuses rather than remaining so
intimately associated with DNA that cation condensation on the
phosphate backbone does not affect its motion. These findings
may be relevant to mechanisms of other processivity factors and
DNA-binding proteins.

herpes simplex virus � linear diffusion

DNA polymerases are central to DNA replication. Most
replicative DNA polymerases include accessory subunits

that promote replication of long stretches of DNA without
dissociating from the template. The best known of these pro-
cessivity factors are the ‘‘sliding clamps’’ (reviewed in ref. 1),
which include polymerase subunits of bacteria, eukaryotes, and
archaea that form multimeric rings around DNA with the aid of
ATP-dependent clamp-loaders. These rings then tether their
cognate catalytic subunits to DNA, permitting processive DNA
synthesis.

A variety of cellular and viral polymerases include processivity
subunits that do not use ATP or other proteins for loading onto
DNA. Of these, herpes simplex virus (HSV) UL42 is one of the
best characterized. This protein’s structure resembles that of a
monomer of the sliding clamp proliferating cell nuclear antigen
(2), yet UL42 binds directly to DNA as a monomer with
relatively high affinity (apparent dissociation constant (Kd) in
the nanomolar range) (3–5). This direct binding of DNA by
UL42 tethers the catalytic subunit of HSV DNA polymerase
(Pol) to DNA, thereby enabling processivity (3, 5–7).

An important attribute of processivity factors is their ability to
diffuse on DNA. Such diffusion permits tethering of the catalytic
subunit without impeding translocation of the enzyme. The loose
topological association of sliding clamps with DNA, as opposed
to direct binding, is widely thought to permit diffusion [although
a recent study has shown direct binding to DNA by the E. coli

sliding clamp (8)]. Indeed, biochemical studies have shown that
sliding clamps can diffuse on DNA (9, 10); however, to our
knowledge, their rates and mechanisms of diffusion have not
been identified. Similarly, HSV UL42, despite its tight binding to
DNA, does not slow the elongation of the viral polymerase (5)
and does diffuse on DNA (11). Its diffusion coefficient (D) on
DNA has been estimated to be �10 bp2/s from ensemble studies
measuring the dependence of the off-rate of UL42 from DNA
of different lengths (7, 11). This value is consistent with the rate
of HSV polymerase translocation (5, 7). However, as noted in
ref. 11, this estimate was based on an indirect analysis that relied
on several assumptions.

Berg et al. (12) have defined two major mechanisms of
diffusion on DNA, three-dimensional and one-dimensional. In
three-dimensional diffusion, proteins dissociate from DNA and
rebind a distance away on the same DNA or on another DNA
in a manner that is not positionally correlated; i.e., not adjacent
to or near the starting point of diffusion. The folding of DNA in
solution increases the likelihood of three-dimensional diffusion
(12). By contrast, in one-dimensional or linear diffusion, which
is the mechanism that is relevant to processivity factor function,
the protein samples sites on the DNA in a positionally correlated
manner. Berg et al. describe two mechanisms of one-dimensional
diffusion, ‘‘sliding’’ and ‘‘hopping,’’ and provide an experimental
test to distinguish these mechanisms (12). Sliding is defined as
motion along the contour length of the DNA via transfer of
bound protein between linearly contiguous sites, implying a
helical path of movement. Hopping is defined as microscopic
dissociation of the protein from DNA to a point where the
protein becomes free to move but can quickly and with high
probability reassociate with the same or a nearby site. In effect,
the protein remains macroscopically bound but can test nearby
binding sites through repeated microscopic dissociations. Mi-
croscopic dissociations can be defined as ones in which the
protein is removed just far enough from DNA to permit recon-
densation of cations onto the phosphate backbone of DNA.
Thus, operationally, diffusion mediated by hopping is acceler-
ated by higher salt concentrations, whereas sliding is unaffected.

Compared with our knowledge of processivity factors, we
know much more about the mechanisms and rates of diffusion
on DNA of other DNA binding proteins. By the criteria de-
scribed above, certain of these proteins have been shown to slide
on DNA by either indirect measurements or by direct single-
molecule observations (e.g., refs. 13–15). Other proteins have
been shown to exhibit salt-dependent diffusion (e.g., ref. 16), but
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it has been difficult to distinguish between hopping and three-
dimensional diffusion events, especially on longer DNAs in
solution (17, 18). In at least some cases, three-dimensional
diffusion has been shown to dominate at lengths �50 bp, even
at low ionic strengths (19). However, to our knowledge, no
examples of direct observation of hopping at the single molecule
level have been reported. Moreover, despite the terminology
sliding clamps, to our knowledge, no processivity factor has been
examined for its mechanism of diffusion

To address the mechanism of one-dimensional diffusion by
UL42, we examined its diffusion in the presence of different salt
concentrations, first in ensemble studies employing relatively
short DNAs, and then, to permit direct measurements in the
absence of three-dimensional diffusion, using single-molecule
methods on long-stretched DNAs.

Results
Effects of Salt Concentration on Diffusion Calculated from Ensemble
Measurements. Multiple assays have shown that UL42 diffuses on
DNA (7, 11). In one assay, the observed dissociation rate of the
protein from DNA [koff(observed)] decreased with increasing DNA
length, implying that UL42 not only dissociates from internal
sites on DNA, but also can diffuse to and dissociate from the
ends of DNA (7, 11). koff(observed) is the sum of the dissociation
rate from internal sites on the DNA [koff(internal)], which is
independent of DNA length, and the dissociation rate via the
ends of DNA [koff(ends)], which depends on the time required for
UL42 to diffuse to the DNA ends and therefore depends on the
length of the DNA. An equation has been derived that relates the
length of DNA, b, and the half-life of the protein on DNA, t1�2

,
that permits calculation of the diffusion coefficient (D) and
koff(internal): t1�2

� ln2/((12D/b2) � koff(internal)) (7). To measure t1�2
,

UL42 was incubated with a radiolabeled DNA of defined length
under conditions where only one UL42 was bound to each DNA
and then mixed with a vast excess of unlabeled DNA to prevent
rebinding to the labeled template. Then, at various times, the
amount of bound probe was measured using an electrophoretic
mobility shift assay (EMSA).

To test the effect of salt concentration on UL42 diffusion on
DNA, we conducted these assays using three different concen-
trations of NaCl in the binding reaction. The UL42 preparation
was a C-terminal truncation mutant that retains all known
biochemical and biological activities of the full-length protein
(20–22). In contrast to the studies in refs. 7 and 11, we omitted
MgCl2 from the binding buffer, because divalent salts can
complicate analysis of cation effects (23). The resulting plots of
t1�2

versus DNA length are presented in Fig. 1. A clear depen-
dence of half-life on DNA length was observed at 50 mM NaCl
(Fig. 1C), permitting a calculation of D � 12 � 3 bp2/s
[supporting information (SI) Table S1], slightly lower than the

value calculated from data obtained at 75 mM NaCl and 3 mM
MgCl2 (7). However, at 10 mM and 25 mM NaCl, no dependence
of D on DNA length could be ascertained (Fig. 1 A and B). This
result differs from previous observations at 10 mM NaCl and 3
mM MgCl2 [ref. 11 and G.K.-M. and D.H.C., unpublished
observations), which can be attributed to the lack of MgCl2 in the
present assay. Using the equation above, we calculated from
these data that D is �1 bp2/s at 10 mM and 25 mM NaCl, and
thus at least 10 times lower than D at 50 mM NaCl, implying a
very strong dependence of diffusion on salt concentration. In
contrast, only a �2-fold difference in koff(internal) between 25 and
50 mM NaCl was calculated from these assays (Table S1). In
these ensemble experiments, the strong dependence of D on
NaCl concentration was consistent with UL42 diffusion on DNA
by a hopping mechanism.

Single-Molecule Assay of UL42 Diffusion. The EMSA experiments
described above had several limitations: Diffusion was not
observed or measured directly; three-dimensional diffusion (in
addition to hopping) was possible; only a narrow range of lengths
of relatively short DNAs could be tested; the gel electrophoresis
step could artifactually affect dissociation and reassociation; and
several assumptions, including UL42 dissociating from DNA as
soon as it encounters an end, were required to calculate D.
Therefore, we turned to an assay that would permit direct
observation of single molecules of UL42 diffusing on long DNA
molecules. In this assay, one end of bacteriophage lambda DNA
(48.5 kb) was biotinylated and bound to a streptavidin-
polyethylene glycol coated glass slide. The DNA was stretched
by slowly flowing buffer across the slide, thereby preventing the
possibility of three-dimensional diffusion. Movie S1 shows dye-
stained DNA being stretched in this fashion.

To visualize UL42, we labeled the protein using the dye Cy3B,
which covalently modifies cysteine residues on the protein. These
residues lie distant from the basic surface of UL42 that mediates
DNA-binding (2, 7, 24), and the Cy3B-labeled protein bound and
dissociated from DNA in EMSAs in a manner indistinguishable
from unlabeled protein (Fig. S1). To measure diffusion, UL42
was incubated with the lambda DNA attached to the slides, the
DNA was stretched by flow, images were collected by video
fluorescence microscopy, and the motion of single molecules of
UL42 on the DNA was analyzed to determine D (see Movie S2
and SI Materials and Methods). We first asked whether UL42
diffused in both directions on DNA despite the flow of buffer in
one direction. The net displacements of 132 UL42 molecules
from their initial locations were measured and found to be
symmetric around the starting point (Fig. 2). Similar results were
obtained by using lambda DNA molecules that were stretched
and then attached at both ends on slides such that the external
buffer flow could be omitted (graph in Fig. S2 and Movie S3).

Fig. 1. Effect of salt concentration on DNA length dependence of UL42 dissociation from DNA. Half-lives of UL42-DNA complexes were measured by EMSAs
at 10 mM (A), 25 mM (B), and 50 mM (C) NaCl. Data were fitted using the equation t1�2 � ln 2/((12D/b2) � koff(internal)), relating the length of DNA, b, and the half-life
of the protein on DNA, t1�2, to permit calculation of the diffusion coefficient (D) and koff(internal) (7) (continuous line). In A and C, data for krelease(ends) (Table 1)
from single-molecule experiments at 10 mM (A) and 50 mM (C) NaCl were fitted using the equation t1�2 � ln2�(2krelease(ends)/b � koff(internal))�1, where the koff(internal)

values were derived from either single-molecule studies (dotted line) or EMSA studies (dashed line).
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Thus, the flow did not measurably affect the bidirectional
diffusion of UL42.

Increasing Salt Concentrations Increase Diffusion of UL42. We then
used the single-molecule assay described above to measure the
diffusion of UL42 in 10 mM, 50 mM, and 100 mM concentrations
of NaCl. At each salt concentration, we studied the motion of
65–150 molecules of UL42. As shown in Fig. 3A, when the time
that each UL42 molecule remained on DNA was plotted vs. time,
the data fit an exponential decay, consistent with a single rate
constant controlling the dissociation of the protein from an
internal site on the DNA. From the exponential fits, we deter-
mined the mean binding lifetimes (equivalent to t1�2

/ln2) of UL42
molecules on lambda DNA (Fig. 3B). As expected from our
EMSA experiments (Fig. 1 and Table S1) and from measure-
ments of equilibrium binding of UL42 to DNA in various salts
(24), increasing NaCl decreased the binding lifetimes of UL42
molecules on DNA. The mean binding lifetimes obtained at 10
mM and 50 mM NaCl were 2- to 3-fold lower than those obtained
for the longest DNAs used in the EMSA studies (Table S1). We
think it likely that the longer lifetimes observed in the EMSAs
are due to artifactual reassociation of UL42 onto DNA during
gel electrophoresis.

We then analyzed the diffusion coefficients of UL42 mole-
cules on DNA at the different salt concentrations. As expected,
there was heterogeneity among different UL42 molecules, but,
at each salt concentration, the distribution of diffusion coeffi-
cients could be fit to a Gaussian curve. As salt increased, the
distributions moved toward higher D values, particularly be-
tween 50 mM and 100 mM NaCl (Fig. 3C). Mean D values also
increased (Fig. 3B). Indeed, the overall salt dependence of
diffusion between 10 mM and 100 mM NaCl was similar to that
for binding to DNA (Fig. 3B). Thus, single-molecule diffusion of
UL42 on DNA increased with increasing NaCl, fulfilling the
operational definition for hopping provided by Berg et al. (12).

Salt-Dependent Effects on UL42 Release From Ends Explain Major
Discrepancies Between Ensemble and Single-Molecule Measurements
of UL42 Diffusion. The UL42 diffusion coefficients that were
directly measured in the single-molecule assays (Fig. 3) differed
dramatically from those calculated from the ensemble EMSA
experiments (Fig. 1 and Table S1): Diffusion was readily de-
tected at 10 mM NaCl in the single-molecule assays, whereas

none was detected in the EMSA experiments. Remarkably, D
values were �104 higher in the single-molecule assays than in the
EMSA experiments.

One possible explanation for these major discrepancies was
that UL42 does not immediately dissociate from DNA upon
reaching a DNA end, as we had assumed in our calculations from
the EMSA experiments. A lag in release from DNA ends would
effectively decrease koff(ends) and thus koff(observed) and D. There-
fore, we devised a single molecule assay to test whether UL42
released rapidly or slowly from the ends of DNA. Because too
few UL42 molecules could be observed releasing from ends in
our standard single-molecule assay, we modified the assay so that
UL42 could be pushed to the end of lambda DNA using flow.
Because flow does not ordinarily affect the diffusion of UL42 on
DNA (Fig. 2), we increased the cross-sectional area of UL42 by
coupling it to a quantum dot (see Materials and Methods). The
hydrodynamic radius of the quantum dot-coupled protein was
estimated to be �12.5 nm, a �6-fold increase compared with the
�2 nm radius of the protein alone. The diffusion of quantum
dot-coupled UL42 was bidirectional on doubly tethered DNA in
the absence of flow, like that of uncoupled UL42 (Movie S4). We
then incubated the quantum dot-coupled protein with lambda
DNA in the absence of flow and recorded the positions of
fluorescent signal (Fig. 4A). Almost immediately upon initiation

Fig. 2. UL42 diffuses bidirectionally on DNA. Histogram showing net dis-
placement of UL42 molecules on lambda DNA measured by single-molecule
assays in the presence of buffer flow. Curve represents Gaussian fit.

Fig. 3. Effect of salt concentration on UL42 binding lifetimes and diffusion
coefficients measured by single-molecule experiments. (A) Distribution of
binding times of UL42 molecules on lambda DNA at 10 mM, 50 mM, and 100
mM NaCl. Data were fitted to single-exponential decay curves. (B) Mean
binding lifetimes of UL42 on lambda DNA determined from curve fit in A
(open circle, left axis) and mean diffusion coefficients (D) of UL42 on lambda
DNA (open square, right axis) at three different salt concentrations. The error
bar for the highest D value indicates standard deviation, which was �10% of
the mean for each of the three D values. (C) Histograms showing distributions
of diffusion coefficients of UL42 on lambda DNA at 10 mM, 50 mM, and 100
mM NaCl. Lines represent smoothed envelope curves. The asterisk in Lower
indicates that the frequency shown actually represents the frequency for all D
values greater than or equal to the indicated D.
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of buffer flow, the quantum dot-coupled proteins were observed
to translocate by �16 �m from the starting point, corresponding
to the length of lambda DNA. Strikingly, however, the quantum
dots did not immediately disappear into the flow (Fig. 4B and
Movie S5). Similar results were obtained for blunt and staggered
DNA ends (data not shown).

We then measured the intensities of fluorescence at the
positions corresponding to the ends of lambda DNA at 10 mM,
20 mM, and 50 mM NaCl. The fluorescence intensity decreased
with time (20 mM data shown in Fig. 4C), and the data could be
fit to a single-exponential decay. The decay is presumably due to
a sequential series of events in which the rate limiting step is the
release of individual UL42 molecules from the ends of DNAs.
This permitted calculation of mean binding lifetimes on DNA
ends, which, in turn, permitted calculation of the rates at which
UL42 was released from the ends [krelease(ends)] at the different
NaCl concentrations. As summarized in Table 1, UL42 released
from the ends of DNA in a highly salt-dependent manner, with
rates �103-fold higher at 50 mM NaCl than at 10 mM NaCl. At
10 mM NaCl, the mean binding lifetime on DNA ends was even
higher than the mean binding lifetime on internal sites on DNA
(compare Table 1 and Fig. 3B), providing an explanation for the
lack of length dependence of dissociation at this salt concentra-
tion observed in Fig. 1 A.

Based on these observations, we revisited the equation used to
calculate D from EMSA studies. That calculation assumed that
UL42 diffuses to and dissociates from DNA ends immediately
upon reaching them. However, given the slow release from DNA
ends and the high D values that we directly observed in single-
molecule experiments, it is much more likely that UL42 rapidly
diffuses back and forth between the ends of short DNAs and that
the probability of UL42 release from DNA ends is a function of
the frequency of ends relative to the length of the DNA (b),
which is 2/b. Additionally, at high values of D, krelease(ends)
becomes rate-limiting. These considerations yield the following
equation: t1�2

� ln2�(2krelease(ends)/b � koff(internal))�1. Applying
this equation and the values for krelease(ends) and koff(internal)
derived from single-molecule experiments to DNA lengths be-

tween 1 and 600 bp yielded the dotted curves in Fig. 1 A and C.
These curves mirrored both the lack of length dependence seen
in the EMSA experiments at 10 mM NaCl (Fig. 1 A) and the
positive length dependence at 50 mM NaCl (Fig. 1C), but the
predicted t1�2

values were lower than those observed. However,
as noted above, the binding lifetimes of UL42 on DNA in the
EMSA experiments were higher than those in the single-
molecule studies, likely because of artifactual reassociation of
UL42 with DNA during gel electrophoresis. If one inserts
koff(internal) values derived from the half-lives observed in the
EMSA studies, then the derived dashed curves in Fig. 1 provide
an excellent fit for the 10 mM NaCl EMSA data (Fig. 1 A) and
are within 2-fold of the 50 mM EMSA data (Fig. 1C). Thus, the
major discrepancies between the results of the EMSAs and the
single-molecule assays were explained.

Discussion
In this study, we found that the diffusion of HSV UL42 on DNA
increased with increasing NaCl concentration in both ensemble
studies of the dissociation of UL42 from different lengths of
DNA and, more directly, single-molecule studies of UL42 mo-
tion on stretched DNA. The latter studies, in particular, removed
the possibility of three-dimensional diffusion. Thus, by the
criteria developed by Berg et al. (12), UL42 hops as it diffuses
one-dimensionally on DNA. We cannot exclude the possibility
that UL42 can also undergo three-dimensional diffusion in
solution; it is likely based on studies of other hopping proteins
(19). Three-dimensional diffusion is not likely, however, in the
context of UL42’s function as a processivity factor, bound to the
catalytic subunit of HSV DNA polymerase.

We also found a remarkable discrepancy between the values
for UL42 diffusion calculated from the ensemble data and those
measured directly in the single-molecule studies. This discrep-
ancy was resolved by our finding that UL42 releases slowly from
ends of DNA in a salt-dependent manner, which further em-
phasizes the value of single-molecule assays. Below, we discuss
the relevance of these findings to how UL42 interacts with DNA,
how UL42 and certain other processivity factors function, and
how other proteins, including other processivity factors, diffuse
on DNA.

How Does UL42’s Interaction with DNA Result in Hopping? In con-
sidering this question, it is useful to compare HSV UL42 to lac
repressor, a protein that diffuses by sliding (14). As noted by
Winter et al. (14), the binding of lac repressor to nonoperator
sequences is ideal for sliding, because its binding to this DNA is
entirely due to electrostatic interactions and thus, diffusion
occurs on an isopotential surface (14, 25). As the protein moves
and displaces counterions from the phosphate backbone, the
same number of counterions bind where the protein has left.
Electrostatic interactions are also important for UL42 binding to
DNA (7, 24). However, despite UL42’s binding to DNA with
higher affinity than lac repressor, fewer electrostatic interactions
are involved in DNA binding by UL42 than by lac repressor (24,
26). Indeed, when plots of log(apparent Kd) of UL42 for DNA
vs. log([NaCl]) (24) are extrapolated to the standard state [log(1
M salt) � 0], the analysis indicates that non-electrostatic inter-
actions must also be important for equilibrium binding and most
likely help govern dissociation of UL42 from internal sites on
DNA. Thus, we envision that UL42 diffuses relatively slowly
because of both electrostatic and nonelectrostatic interactions in
low salt, and upon condensation of counterions by higher salt
concentrations, UL42 becomes more mobile and can diffuse
without macroscopic dissociation. A crystal structure of UL42
bound to DNA would be invaluable for understanding the details
of the interactions that govern this process.

Winter et al. (14) have suggested that, in general, hopping

Fig. 4. Release of UL42 from the ends of DNA. (A and B) Images of UL42
proteins conjugated to fluorescent quantum dots and bound to lambda DNA
in the absence (A) or presence (B) of buffer flow. (Scale bar: 5 �m.) (C) Change
in fluorescence intensity at the end of lambda DNA over time at 20 mM NaCl.
Flow was started at t � 10 s. Data were fitted to a single-exponential decay
curve.

Table 1. Salt-dependent release of UL42 from DNA ends

[NaCl]
Mean binding lifetime

on ends, s krelease(ends), s�1

10 mM 480 0.001
20 mM 15 0.048
50 mM 0.14–0.49 1.4–5.0

10724 � www.pnas.org�cgi�doi�10.1073�pnas.0802676105 Komazin-Meredith et al.
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should be slower than sliding, because hopping depends upon
dissociation followed by reassociation to a different site. Fur-
thermore, the rate of sliding depends on the hydrodynamic
radius of the protein because of the required rotational move-
ment of the protein on the phosphate backbone, with larger
proteins expected to slide more slowly (13, 15). UL42 and hOgg1
are similar in size, and thus their hydrodynamic radii are
expected to be similar, but the maximal mean D that we observed
for UL42 (1.8 � 105 bp2/s at 100 mM NaCl) is substantially less
than the corresponding value for hOgg1 (5 � 106 bp2/s) (13),
consistent with hopping by UL42.

Implications of Hopping for UL42 Function. The ability of UL42 to
diffuse on DNA should be crucial for its function as a proces-
sivity factor, because such diffusion is expected to permit
elongation by HSV DNA polymerase. Our earlier calculations of
D from ensemble experiments, assuming 1-bp steps by UL42,
provided rates of diffusion that were similar to the median rates
of translocation achieved by HSV polymerase under similar
conditions (7). Our current measurements of D from single-
molecule assays are several orders of magnitude higher, making
it even more likely that UL42 does not apply meaningful
resistance to DNA elongation by HSV polymerase. This possi-
bility could be tested directly by measuring the force required to
move UL42 unidirectionally on DNA and the force generated by
the catalytic subunit, Pol.

When UL42 is functioning within the HSV DNA polymerase
holoenzyme, it almost certainly moves in 1-bp increments along
a helical path; i.e., its step size and path of motion should be
dictated by Pol. However, there is a considerable excess of UL42
over Pol in HSV-infected cells, and it is likely that much UL42
is bound to DNA and diffusing on it, unencumbered by Pol. The
function of this excess UL42 is not known. Interestingly, diffu-
sion of the T4 bacteriophage processivity subunit plays a role in
stimulation of late gene expression (10). Similarly, there is
evidence that processivity factors of other herpesviruses have
functions other than DNA replication, including stimulation of
gene expression (27, 28). Thus, how UL42 diffuses on DNA may
well be relevant to these other functions. Hopping, by definition,
can entail step sizes �1 bp. Such step sizes raise the possibility
of non-helical paths of motion, e.g., translation parallel to the
DNA axis (29, 30). Such paths of diffusion could be important
for moving past proteins bound to one face of a DNA helix.

Slow Release of UL42 from DNA Ends. Despite our awareness of the
possibility that UL42 might remain on DNA upon encountering
an end, we were nevertheless surprised to find that this was the
case—and by just how slow the release from DNA ends was,
particularly at 10 mM NaCl, where the mean binding lifetimes
were greater on ends than on long DNAs. Notably, UL42 can
resume diffusion on DNA once the flow force that pushes it to
the end is relaxed (data not shown). Slow release from ends
presumably reflects both the large energy difference between
UL42 bound to DNA and free UL42, as shown by the low
apparent Kd of UL42 for DNA, and a high kinetic barrier to
dissociation. Interestingly, release from ends is much more
strongly salt-dependent than is dissociation from internal sites.
This suggests in turn that the barrier to release from ends
depends more strongly on electrostatic interactions than does
the barrier to dissociation from internal sites. Given the recent
evidence that a sliding clamp interacts with DNA via electro-
static interactions (8), we wonder whether sliding-clamp proces-

sivity factors could also exhibit slow release from ends. Although
the rate of release from DNA ends is likely to be even higher at
intracellular salt concentrations, it is still tempting to wonder
whether binding to ends by UL42 (or other processivity factors)
plays a physiological role. In this light, it is interesting that many
models of lagging-strand DNA replication include a step in
which processivity factors are deposited at primer-template
junctions before the arrival of the polymerase catalytic subunit
(e.g., ref. 31). This leads to the speculation that UL42 might dwell
on primer-template junctions during lagging-strand replication, or
that UL42 binding to DNA ends might play some other role.

Do Other Processivity Factors Slide or Hop? Although UL42 differs
substantially from sliding clamps in its mechanism of DNA
interaction, both types of processivity factors share structural
folds and positive charge on residues that interact with DNA (2,
8, 24). The term sliding clamp was first used to describe the
action of bacteriophage T4 accessory subunits in promoting
polymerase activities (32, 33) rather than to describe its mech-
anism of diffusion. To our knowledge, the rates and mechanisms
of diffusion of sliding-clamp processivity factors or other pro-
cessivity factors have not been defined. Single-molecule assays
such as those described here could help determine whether these
other processivity factors slide or whether, like UL42, they hop.

Materials and Methods
Protein Expression and Purification. UL42	C340, the N-terminal 340 residues of
UL42, which retains the biochemical and biological activities of full-length
UL42 (20–22), and MBP-UL42	C340, which has maltose binding protein fused
to the N terminus, were expressed and purified as described in refs. 7, 20, and
24, except that 2 mM TCEP was used instead of DTT as a reducing reagent in
the buffer used for the heparin column.

EMSAs. EMSAs were performed and analyzed as described in ref. 7, except that
no MgCl2 was used in the binding buffer. For experiments in which no length
dependence of UL42 dissociation could be ascertained, the average of all of
the half-lives of UL42-DNA complexes was used to calculate koff(internal).

Single-Molecule Assays. � DNA with a single biotin on one end or with biotins
on each end was prepared by annealing and ligating biotinylated oligonu-
cleotides (Integrated DNA Technologies) to the 12-base overhangs of the �

DNA. UL42	C340 was fluorescently labeled by reacting its surface-exposed
cysteines with Cy3B Mono Maleimide (Amersham Biosciences). For observa-
tion of the dissociation of the proteins from DNA ends, MBP-UL42	C340 was
labeled with fluorescein-5-maleimide (Invitrogen) and coupled to anti-
fluorescein-coated quantum dots (QD565; Molecular Devices). Biotinylated
DNA was coupled to the streptavidin-coated surface of a flow cell and
stretched by introducing a laminar buffer flow. For DNA biotinylated on one
end, the buffer flow had to be maintained to keep the DNA stretched; for DNA
biotinylated on both ends, the flow could be stopped after the DNA had
coupled to the surface on each end. An Olympus IX-71 inverted microscope
with a 60x TIRF objective (N.A. � 1.45) was used to direct the excitation light
of the 520-nm line of an Ar/Kr laser (Coherent; I70 Spectrum) to the sample and
to image the emission onto an EM-CCD camera (iXon, Andor Technologies).
Image-analysis software (MetaMorph; Molecular Devices) was used to process
the images and track the position of the fluorescent proteins along the DNA
as a function of time. For more details on protein labeling, DNA preparation,
imaging, and particle-tracking, see SI Materials and Methods.

Note Added in Proof. After this paper was approved, Laurence et al. reported
measurements of D for the E. coli sliding clamp (34).
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